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Abstract

Single Atom Catalysts (SACs) have shown that the miniaturization of the active

site implies new phenomena like dynamic charge transfer between isolated metal atoms

and the oxide. To obtain direct proof of this phenomenon is challenging, as many

experimental techniques provide averaged properties or have limitations with poorly

conductive materials, leaving kinetic measurements from catalytic testing as the only re-

liable reference. Here we present an integrated Density Functional Theory-Microkinetic

model including ground and high-energy metastable states to address the reactivity of

Pt1/CeO2 for CO oxidation. Our model agrees with experimentally available kinetic

data showing that CO oxidation activity of Pt1/CeO2 is tunable via the electronic

properties of the support. Particularly, samples with higher n-doping via oxygen de-

pletion should be better in CO oxidation, as they help maintain the active state Pt0 of

the catalyst. This provides a general route to improve low-temperature oxidations at

metal/oxides interfaces via charge transfer control.
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Introduction

Single Atom Catalysts (SACs) have emerged as a new class of materials that bridges het-

erogeneous and homogeneous catalysis, benefiting from the properties of both1,2. The field

was inaugurated by the report of the enhanced CO oxidation activity of individually de-

posited Pt atoms on reducible iron oxide, FeOx
3. In the years following, the number of SAC

applications has tremendously increased1,4–6. The miniaturization of the active sites comes

with a strong electronic coupling between the metal atom and the host. Thus, the electronic

states of the metal7 are better represented as an electronic ensemble, formed by ground and

metastable high-energy states, with Pt in different oxidation states.

The Pt/CeO2 system, in particular, has been extensively studied as a novel candidate cat-

alyst for low-temperature oxidation in the three-way automotive exhaust post-processing8–15,

which covers the full combustion of CO and hydrocarbon and elimination of NOx. Ini-

tially, these materials were thought to be constituted by rather small active nanoparticles

(diameter< 1.4 nm)10,11,16. But reports of outstanding reactivity while preserving the disper-

sion13,14,17,18, suggesting that the SACs themselves are the real active state. Kinetic exper-

iments show that light-off CO oxidation over as-prepared Pt1/CeO2 reaches full conversion

at 250◦C19. An activation step with reductive CO pulses boosts its reactivity further11,19

lowering the full conversion temperature to 175◦C20 and the apparent activation barrier

between 0.3 and 0.4 eV11. The extent of this activity enhancement varies with reductant

gas (hydrogen21, steam14,22) and temperature, but remains significant throughout. The as-

synthesized dispersed SA Pt are known to be ionic (2+) with a four-fold oxygen coordination

created through oxidative treatments either at stepped or nanostructured CeO2 surfaces, as

confirmed by XPS and IR8,23. However, tracking the state of SAs in operando faces the limits

of atomic-resolution microscopy and spectroscopy techniques24,25. This leaves experimental

kinetics, i.e. the conversion rates and activation energies, as the most reliable benchmark

for comparing simulations.

To directly map the CO oxidation kinetic behaviour onto experiments we employ microki-
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netic modelling (MKM)26,27 based on the computed DFT reaction network and coupled to

the external control variables, i.e. temperature and pressure, to obtain the time-evolution of

the surface intermediates28,29. This approach is valid at low loadings, where the SAC can be

thought of as isolated sites, thus equivalent to Kinetic Monte Carlo30. MKM is also a power-

ful analytics tool for retrieving the relevant catalytic domains31, rate-determining steps, and

surface coverages29. Furthermore, it enables descriptor-aided design32,33, allows extensions

towards high-pressure regimes34 and can identify novel on-surface pathways35. Still, mi-

crokinetics are applied to the ground-state energy profile with singular, unique well-defined

intermediates along the reaction coordinate36. While an extension to geometric ensembles

has recently been considered for clusters37, electronic ensembles have not yet been included.

In this work, we present a microkinetic model for CO oxidation by SA Pt/CeO2, based

on DFT data. In light of the dynamic change of the oxidation state of the Pt centre, we

employ the electronic manifold in the MKM simulations. We show that only by including

the electronic ensemble do we retrieve good agreement with experimental kinetics, allowing

for new design concepts to emerge.

Computational Details

DFT Calculations

All energies and frequencies were computed using the Perdew-Buke-Ernzerhof (PBE) func-

tional38,39 as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP; version 5.4.4)40–43.

Hence, the valence-electrons are modelled using a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff en-

ergy of 500 eV, while projector-augmented waves (PAW) describe the core-electrons44. The

Brillouin zone was sampled using a gamma-centered, (3× 3) k-mesh. Since regular GGA

fails to capture the Density of States (DOS) in reduced rare-earth oxides45, we employed

a Hubbard correction with an effective on-site Coulomb interaction (Ueff = 4.5 eV) to the

Ce 4f-orbitals7,46. While d-band materials similarly suffer from erroneous self-energy, no
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issues have been raised regarding the efficacy of GGA for diplatinum oxide (PtO2, α and β

phase)47,48. Moreover, the introduction of Hubbard correction can lead in and of itself to

biases in the thermodynamics and kinetics of charge transfer processes49. Considering the

cost-benefit analysis, we thus prefer to keep the usage of Hubbard corrections to a minimum.

CeO2 has a fluorite structure with an experimental lattice parameter of 5.410 Å. All slab

models are (3× 3) supercells of nine atom layers thick cleaved along the (100) direction. Of

these nine layers, the lower four were kept fixed to simulate the bulk. A vacuum height of

15Å was chosen to allow enough space for adsorbates to adsorb. This results in unit cell

dimensions of 11.649Å × 11.649Å × 25.983Å. To simulate the spontaneous reconstruction

of the surface after cleavage, half of the top surface oxygen atoms are moved to the bottom

layer. The remaining surface atoms are aligned according to most stable termination, with

parallel rows of oxygen atoms alternating with trenches of vacancy sites. This provides the

single-atom metal with two ligands. The dipole moment is accounted for.

Transition states between different intermediates were obtained using climbing image

NEBs50 and verified by harmonic frequency analysis. Various intermediates were found to

possess higher energy metastable states, where some cerium ions are reduced by electrons

originating from Pt. The polaron hopping barrier, as modelled in Marcus Theory51–53,

exhibits two types of barriers, namely diabatic and adiabatic. In this work, we approximated

the diabatic barrier similar to Ref. 54, i.e. by comparing the difference in energy between the

states with a delocalized and localized electron. Note that in order to prevent volume-specific

artefacts55, unlike the reference, we did not charge our slab systems. Electron delocalization

was instead enforced using the NUPDOWN keyword in VASP. Attempts to locally sample the

PES as a parabola, as done in Ref. 53, were unsuccessful due to spurious electron localization

along the propagation/reaction path. As such, we retrieve a polaron barrier of 0.37 ev for

the jump from the neutral state to the most stable lattice site. This barrier lies within the

same range of polaron hopping barriers observed on the (111) surface (0.23 − 0.50 eV)56,

and is thus used as an estimate for polaron hops between other intermediates as well. The
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sensitivity of the microkinetic model with respect to the polaron hopping barriers was tested

by increasing each hopping barrier one at a time by 0.2 ev and observing the response in the

results. It was found that changing the barriers by 0.2 ev had no effect on TOFs, coverages,

or cycle selectivities. This is consistent with the finding that the hopping steps do not have

rate controlling character.

Microkinetic Model

The set of elementary reactions included in the mean-field microkinetic (MFMK) model is

represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1. For a list of elementary reactions and their labels,

please refer to Table S3. The rate constants were calculated via Harmonic transition state

theory using ZPE and entropy corrected activation free energies obtained from DFT calcula-

tions detailed in the previous section. To ensure thermodynamic consistency, the backward

rate constants were calculated by dividing the forward rate constant by the equilibrium con-

stant for each given elementary step. Furthermore, the total energies obtained from DFT

for the gas-phase molecules were corrected in order to achieve a more accurate value for

the total reaction energy (please see section 3 of SI for numerical values and details). The

entropies of the surface species were calculated in the harmonic limit as implemented in the

HarmonicThermo class of the ASE Thermochemistry package, while the entropies for the

gas-phase species were calculated in the ideal-gas limit using the IdealGasThermo class of

the ASE Thermochemistry package.57,58

The Pt/CeO2 active sites can be assumed to be very isolated from each other, as the Pt

atom is reasonably firmly anchored to its ideal location on the CeO2 support. The adsorbate-

adsorbate interactions are included explicitly in the underlying DFT calculations. Thus, in

our case the mean-field microkinetic model and a fully spatially resolved Kinetic Monte Carlo

(KMC) model will yield equivalent results30,59 removing the typical limitation, i.e. lack of

lateral interaction effects, for MFMK models.

The system of differential equations was solved using our own Python-based script. The
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integration was carried out numerically with the solve_ivp function implemented in the

Scipy package60 scipy.integrate. The simulations were carried out at steady reaction con-

ditions (i.e. constant temperature and pressure) for two different gas-phase compositions

mimicking lean and very lean conditions. Each simulation was carried out for a long enough

time (105 seconds in general) to ensure that the steady-state was reached before the end of

the simulation. To test the influence of the polaron hopping steps, additional simulations

were performed with all polaron hopping barriers set to 3 eV higher than in the standard

simulations. This ensures that the reaction cannot proceed through these elementary steps

at the temperatures considered here. Arrhenius plots (Fig. 4) were generated for each com-

position in the temperature range from 100 to 160◦C, a range where the logarithm of the

turnover frequency (TOF) can be expected to vary linearly with inverse temperature based

on previous experiments20. For additional detail, please refer to section 2 of the SI.

Results and Discussion

Overview DFT Mechanism

The reaction network for the 2CO + O2 2CO2 is shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding

PBE+U energy profile in Fig. S1. The name convention of species used throughout the work

is explained in Section S1.3 and listed in Table S1. The reaction consists of two partially

overlapping cycles: the shorter Cycle I revolves around the two-fold oxygen-coordination of

the catalyst decorated by carbon-rich ligands, while the more oxygen-rich Cycle II switches

coordination between two-fold, linear (2-s-oxo-Pt, II.1) and four-fold, square-planar (4-s-oxo-

Pt, II.8) geometries. Surface species, such as 2-s-oxo-Pt (II.1) or carbonyl-2-s-oxo-Pt (A.4),

exchange electrons with the lattice and thus exhibit multiple SA metal oxidation states

(mOS) corresponding to separate potential energy surfaces (PES) for the CO oxidation

reaction. The change in mOS can happen either by polaron hopping (with energy barrier)

or be chemically induced by adsorption of ligands (likely involving entropic barriers), see
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Methods and Sections S1.1 and S1.2. The reaction network shows that with increasing

ligands coverage on Pt, the PES tend to converge to a single electronic state corresponding

higher metal charge.

Cycle I: CO-protective Mechanism

Both cycles share a CO oxidation step (the carboxyl-mediated pathway) and diverge at the

integration of an external oxygen source into carbonyl-2-s-oxo-Pt (A.4). In Cycle I, this is

achieved via molecular O2 absorbing as a surface peroxo (O 2–
2 ), which gains two electrons by

oxidizing the vicinal metal centre to Pt2+ throughout most of the cycle. The surface peroxo,

when anchored into the lattice, introduces local strain (Fig. S2). It is, however, also uniquely

positioned to act as a peroxo ligand for the SA metal. Its predisposition hereto is supported

by the drastic increases in dispersion levels and sintering resistivity at significant peroxo

coverages61. Due to its mOS and four ligands, the I.1 complex is attempting to enforce

a square-planar geometry, and we observe a considerably wide Ĉ-Pt-O angle (117◦) that

hampers the reaction of the carbonyl with the peroxo. This in turn leaves the metal centre

open to a nucleophilic attack of the second gas-phase CO, which forms a more advantageous

53◦ angle with the peroxo species in I.2. Since peroxo is already activated, the O O bond

breaks upon the formation of a PtOC OO activated complex (TSI.3) and leads to immediate

CO2 desorption with an activation barrier of (Ea = 0.21 eV). The strain induced by the

peroxo has disappeared in I.4 (Fig. S2), and as the lattice returns to equilibrium, it pushes

the remaining oxygen ion (O2–) towards Pt (A.1).
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Fig. 1: Reaction network for CO oxidation over single-atom Pt1/CeO2 with the relative en-
ergy at each step. Depending on the atmospheric composition, the reaction progresses along
one of two cycles (I: carbon-rich/II: oxygen-rich) that converge at the carboxyl-mediated
path (grey shade). The intermediates and transition states (circled) local geometry -the
metal complex and top surface layer- with their index and the Pt oxidation states as a
footer (atomic colour code at the bottom). Oxidation states are ordered from left to right
according to increasing electron transfer energy, referenced with respect to the ground state.
Reactions with multiple PES follow the same conventions, and those with inhibited polaron
hopping are highlighted in yellow. The rate-determining steps for each cycle, as determined
by microkinetics, are highlighted in shades of blue, see text.

Carboxyl-mediated Pathway

The newly formed structure A.1 is analogous to I.1, but with an oxygen ion instead of

peroxo, and the CO capture and conversion proceed similarly along the carboxyl-mediated

path. To compensate for the wide angle (161◦) in A.1, another carbonyl group is added,

leading immediately to the formation of carboxyl-2-s-oxo-Pt intermediate (A.2), which is a

clear structural precursor to CO2. Thus, the activation barrier of 0.33 eV corresponds to

Pt C bond breaking (TSA.3), which completes the full Cycle I. Note that in addition to
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the two-fold coordination with the support, Pt always has a carbonyl ligand present, which

functions as a protective group against direct oxidation during Cycle I.

Cycle II: Direct Oxidation

Cycle II starts with the removal of the protective carbonyl-group to obtain 2-s-oxo-Pt (II.1).

The dynamic oxidation state, where several low-lying oxidation states change as a function

of time, as verified by Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics7, is most pronounced here

due to quasi-degeneracy (energy span of 0.30 eV). Molecular O2 now has space to chemisorb

onto the unprotected metal centre and oxidize it to bidentate η2-dioxo-2-s-oxo-Pt+/2+ (II.2).

The newly added ligands only bind with the metal but not the surface, thus significantly

weakening the bond between the metal and its support weakens up to the point where Pt

is lifted out of the surface plane by 0.92 − 1.01Å. In the next step, the O O bond breaks

(TSII.3) with an activation barrier of Ea = 1.39 eV, the highest barrier in both cycles. The

bond breaking forces the system into a single oxidation state, bis(oxo)-2-s-oxo-Pt+ (II.4). For

more information on both intermediates, see Section S1.4. The under-coordinated oxygen

ligands in II.4 integrate one-by-one into the (100) trench orthogonal to PtO2,upper (Fig. S3).

The following steps proceed via oxo-3-s-oxo-Pt0/+ (II.6) with Ea = 0.14 eV to 4-s-oxo-Pt2+

(II.8), with Ea = 0.40 eV and an overall exothermicity of 2.40 eV.

To reactivate the square-planar resting state II.8, CO first adsorbs onto the metal centre,

forming carbonyl-4-s-oxo-Pt2+ (II.9). Due to its orthogonal orientation to the square-planar

ring, the carbonyl-ligand has a vantage point to attack one of the oxygen ligands (TSII.10) and

the resulting Ea is only 0.19 eV. CO2 desorption breaks up the coordination shell and restores

the oxidation state dynamics, producing a carbonyl-3-s-oxo-Pt0.+ intermediate (II.11). At

this point, Cycles I and II converge as the catalyst proceeds to the next the round of CO

conversion.
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DFT Takeaways

This concludes the analysis of Cycle I and Cycle II, which mainly differ in how they bind

gas-phase oxygen, either near or at the metal site, leading to peroxo/superoxo which in turn

affects the O O bond activation. Subsequent CO oxidation steps proceed similarly in both

cycles, and the DFT results suggest that Cycle II will contribute less to the conversion rates

than Cycle I, due to the high O O bond breaking barrier (TSII.3). Thus based on DFT

data we propose that the two-fold/four-fold coordinations correspond to the experimentally

observed active/resting state of the catalyst8,23.

Microkinetic analysis

The next step is to connect the reaction network to the experimental kinetic studies. Exper-

iments have been conducted at a wide range of temperatures, pressure, and flow rates, due

to the detailed analysis we will concentrate in the results in ref. [ 20]. To mimic the experi-

mental conditions, we chose to simulate the reaction at atmospheric pressure with CO to O2

ratios of 1 : 1 and 1 : 9, with 1e-5 bar CO2. Simulations were carried out at temperatures

ranging from 25 to 225◦C at 10◦C intervals. Note that the fractional coverage of a species

is the fraction of SA occupied across the population of all SA sites.

Rate control

We performed a set of kinetic analyses for each gas-phase composition to assess the behaviour

of the system. In order to determine which reaction steps are rate controlling, the degree

of rate control, Xrc, was calculated for each elementary step in the reaction network. Three

reactions (RI, RII, and RA, presented in Fig. 2) were found to have significantXrc values (see

Fig. 3), and thus control the overall CO2 production rate throughout the whole temperature

range considered. As the reactions RI and RII correspond to Cycle I and II, respectively,

and RA is common to both cycle, the TOFs and Xrc values of RI and RII can be used to
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determine which cycle dominates at any given reaction condition.

Fig. 2: Key steps RA, RI, and RII with significant rate control in the total reaction mecha-
nism. The steps are also labeled in the cycle representation in Fig. 1.

At low temperature for both gas compositions, reaction RI is the most rate controlling,

with an Xrc value of circa 0.65, while RA has an Xrc value of 0.35. This indicates that Cycle

I is dominating at low temperatures, which is confirmed by a selectivity SI value of one. As

the temperature increases, the rate controlling character of RII increases further and goes

through a maximum (c.a. 155◦C for the 1 : 1 composition and c.a. 105◦C for 1 : 9 see Fig.

3) before falling off at elevated temperatures. The Xrc value of RII starts to increase when

the Xrc of RI has reached its maximum. The Xrc of RA initially decreases with increasing

temperature, but starts to rapidly increase again at around 195◦C for composition 1 : 1,

whereas for the 1 : 9 composition the increase in Xrc starts already at 125◦C. As Fig. 3

demonstrates, the fractional coverages of species I.1 and A.1, correlate extremely closely

with the rate controlling character of RI and RA, respectively, because they are the reactant

species of the steps immediately preceding them. For the composition 1 : 9, a slight offset

is seen for the correlation between I.1 coverage and RI, whereas for composition 1 : 1 the

correlation stays better. The correlation between Xrc and coverage remains throughout the

whole temperature range for RA and A.1, and does not depend on gas ratio.

Cycle selectivity

The selectivity SI towards Cycle I or SII towards Cycle II are defined as SX = rX/(rI + rII)

where ’X’ stands for either I or II, and rI/rII is the rate of RI/RII. The resulting plot of
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selectivities is presented in Fig. 3. The selectivity switch-over from Cycle I to Cycle II starts

to occur concurrently with the fall/rise of the rate control of RI/RII. When SI = SII = 0.5,

the rate control is also equally shared between RI and RII. This occurs at a much lower

temperature for the 1 : 9 gas ratio. The switch-over from Cycle I to Cycle II is complete

after RII has reached maximum rate control. At high temperatures the rate determining step

(RII or RA) depends on the gas-composition, but there is no effect on the cycle selectivity

when the rate control switches from RII to RA. The switch-over from Cycle I to Cycle II

with rising temperature can be explained in terms of the stability of the CO ligand. Cycle

I requires the presence of at least one CO ligand at all times for the reaction to proceed,

but as the temperature increases (or CO partial pressure is lowered), desorption from the

site becomes more favourable. The removal of the CO ligand forces the reaction to proceed

through Cycle II.

Reaction orders

A low temperature for both gas compositions the reaction order with respect to CO starts at

a constant value of 1, but rapidly starts to fall off towards zero at elevated temperatures. The

curve perfectly traces the falling selectivity towards Cycle I. For the 1 : 9 gas-composition,

the CO reaction order reaches a minimum at 155◦C, then rapidly rising again and following

the curve of the RA Xrc value. The positive reaction order of CO is rationalized as the RI

and RA reactions proceed through intermediates with two CO molecules bound to the SA,

therefore higher CO partial pressures will drive the reaction forward.

The reaction order with respect to oxygen is zero at low temperature for both compo-

sitions, as Cycle I is not as sensitive to the oxygen pressure. For the lean composition the

reaction order rises following the Cycle II selectivity curve. The correlation is due to the

most abundant surface species being the ligand free II.1 species. For the 1 : 9 composition

the reaction order rises with temperature only slightly from zero. This is due to the rate

controlling step being RA, which is not sensitive to oxygen pressure.
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Fig. 3: Coverages of most abundant species (solid lines, see figure for assignment) and
degrees of rate control (dashed lines marked RI, RII, and RA) as a function of temperature
at 1 atm total pressure for 1 : 1 (top-left) and 1 : 9 (bottom-left) CO-to-O2 ratios. Note that
curves for rate control of RA and coverage of A.1 mOS 2 are directly on top of each other.
Steady-state reaction orders of CO and O2, and selectivities towards Cycle I and Cycle II as a
function of temperature at 1 atm total pressure for 1 : 1 (top-right) and 1 : 9 (bottom-right)
CO-to-O2 ratios.

Comparison to experiments

Finally, Fig. 4 compares the turnover frequencies (TOF) obtained from the microkinetic

models to previous experimental data from literature as a function of temperature. When

the polaron hops are switched on, the reaction can proceed through Cycle I, which requires

the SAC geometry A.4 to go from +I to +II in order to adsorb oxygen. When polaron

hops are switched off, the reaction is forced to go through Cycle II, leading to lower TOF

at low temperature (see insert in Fig. 4). At higher temperatures for the 1 : 1 gas-phase

composition, the overall TOF is slightly lower when the polaron hops are switched on, due

to the competition between Cycle I and Cycle II.

It is clear that a more oxidizing environment negatively impacts the overall performance,
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attaining less than a third of the 1 : 1 TOF value at 250◦C, and switching the polaron

hopping steps off does not lead to an appreciable change in the overall TOF for the 1 : 9

composition. This may be due to the switch-over from Cycle I to Cycle II taking place

at much lower temperature as compared to the 1 : 1 case. Once Cycle II starts up, the

competition between the cycles is crucial for overall TOF. There are two conditions which

enable Cycle I to compete with Cycle II: 1) polarons are switched on 2) CO removal is

sufficiently unfavoured. With low CO pressure, removal of the protecting CO ligand is

facile, which means that Cycle II dominates regardless if polarons are switched on.

Fig. 4: Steady-state turnover frequency as a function of temperature at 1 atm total pressure
for 1 : 1 (blue) and 1 : 9 (purple) CO-to-O2 ratios. To measure the effect of the oxidation
state dynamics, each setup has a model where polaron hopping is either turned on (full line)
or off (dashed line). The hybrid region where polaron hopping is only partially active has
been shaded. The inset shows the low temperature regime, where the boosting behaviour
of each model interchanges. The experimental reference at 13 : 19 ratio (close to 1 : 1) is
denoted by black dots with accompanying error bars. The Arrhenius plots for all four setups
are presented on the right, using the same colour scheme as the TOF curves. Note that these
data are computed from CO conversion rates in Ref. 20. For more information on how these
data points were derived, see section CO conversion rates to turnover frequency in the SI.

The apparent activation energies (see Fig. 4) were determined to be 0.58 and 0.86 eV

for the 1 : 1 and 1 : 9 compositions, respectively, which is in good agreement with previous

observations of the experimental activation barriers ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 eV11. When

polaron hopping steps are switched off, the corresponding apparent activation energies are

1.00 and 0.76 eV. The change in apparent activation energy observed for the 1 : 1 gas-phase

composition when polaron hopping is not allowed, is a reflection of the switch over to the

more energetically demanding Cycle II. For the 1 : 9 composition the change in the apparent
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activation energy is minor, and the lower Eact obtained when polaron hops are allowed is

probably due to the poorer linear fit as compared to the case when polaron hops are switched

off. The presence of SAC oxidation state dynamics thus acts as a third reaction parameter,

after the temperature and gas-phase composition. Considering the relationship between this

parameter and the 4f-band filling of the support (see Table S3), a large enough concentration

of Ce3+ ions should be able to suppress the dynamics and maintain SA Pt in a low oxidation

state, increasing the yield substantially in the low-temperature regime. Experimentally, the

bulk oxide reduction can be achieved by temperature treatment or dopants62 . Our results

show that experimental kinetics for reactivity of metals on semiconductor oxides need to

account for the charge transfer dynamics and that the control of the defect states in the

oxide can improve low-temperature oxidation paths.

Conclusions

A microkinetic model based on Density Functional Theory-computed energy profiles for CO

oxidation on single Pt atoms on Ceria can be directly compared to experimental kinetics.

However, to properly account for the charge transfer at the interface, the ground and low-

lying potential energy surfaces need to be incorporated. Based on our model, we find that

the catalytic process is characterized by two separate temperature and reactant sensitive

reaction cycles (Cycle I and II). The dynamic charge transfer between the metal and the

oxide enhances activity in the low temperature regime dominated by a Pt0 active species

(Cycle I). At high temperatures (over 225◦C) the mechanism switches to being less sensitive

to charge transfer dynamics (Cycle II). Thus, the low-temperature oxidation rate can be

improved by controlling the prevalence of the metallic state through oxygen depletion in the

bulk of the oxide. Our results highlight the need to consider the dynamical behaviour of

the SAC mOS in order to produce computational models capable of qualitative agreement

with experiments and point towards the control of charge transfer at metal/semiconductor
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interfaces to improve oxidation processes.
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